Tennis AMB - Prodek
ACRYLIC SURFACE

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Product Category
Indoor/outdoor, acrylic tournament tennis surface

Surface type
Multi-layer build-up of coloured, textured acrylic coatings. Impermeable.

Product History
This type of product originating more than 30 years ago in the U.S.A. is the dominant tennis surface for competition and club play world-wide.

Play characteristics
The speed and height of bounce, and the responsiveness to spin provided by the acrylic surface, have become the standard by which other tennis surfaces are judged.

Other Characteristics
AMB –Prodek is robust and versatile, providing excellent foot-hold. Available with texture or ‘cushion’ layers to improve resilience and feel underfoot. Impermeable consistent with all such surfaces. Outdoors surface water run-off is achieved by laying the courts with a fall to receiving drains.

Recommended uses
An internationally acceptable tournament surface, suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. Suitable for tournament centres, centres of tennis excellence, indoor tennis installations and clubs.
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ACRYLIC SURFACE

Sub-base
Consolidated crushed stone, with two course dense macadam receiving layers or concrete indoors.

Laying method
Multi-coat build-up of optional cushion layers, texture and colour layers applied by squeegee.

Laying conditions
Must be dry with good evaporation levels and a minimum ambient temperature at least 10°C. Indoor heating, ventilation and/or dehumidification may be necessary.

Surface finish
Final colour coat, squeegee applied. Play lines painted on surface. Surface available in a choice of colours or a combination of any two colours.

IN USE

Footwear
Tennis shoes; no studs or bars.

Forbidden substances
Fuels or solvents must not be spilt on the surface, Do not use de-icers.

Design life
10 years plus re-texturing maybe required at more regular intervals depending on amount and type of use.

MAINTENANCE

The surface should be kept free of moss, weeds, leaves, debris etc. Regular treatment for the growth of moss is recommended. Washing at a frequency dictated by location.

RE-SURFACING

Re-texturing to freshen the surface and restore the playing characteristics is the requirement rather than re-surfacing as normally defined. A very economical surface in this respect.

In accordance with the company’s policy of continuous development, AMB Sports reserve the right to alter or amend specifications without prior notice.
All statements in this brochure are made in good faith but the company will not be held liable for any consequences arising out of errors or omissions.